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A nonlinear optical method for analyzing the structure of submono-, mono-, and multilayer
Langmuir films is developed which exploits the generation1 of reflected second harmonics. The
method is used to determine the mutual orientation of neighboring monolayers in multilayer
Langmuir films, find the preferred orientation of the microcrystallites, and analyze the molecular
alignment in the film. Multilayer noncentrosymmetric films with large quadratic susceptibilities
are also grown which are well-suited for high-efficiency optoelectronic frequency converters.

-

1. INTRODUCTION

Second-harmonic generation ( SHG ) accompanying
the reflection of laser light by monomolecular Langmuir
films was discovered in Ref. 1 and should permit the design
of optoelectronic frequency converters from such films. As
in other types of optoelectronic devices,2s3efficient frequency conversion requires that the Langmuir films have precisely specified structural properties. For second-harmonic
Langmuir converters the packing of the layers in the films
must be noncentrosymmetric. However, since x-ray structure methods are seldom applicable to films containing only
a few layers, other techniques are needed. Nonlinear optical
methods have recently attracted much interest in solid-state
surface studies. For example, giant Raman scattering4 and
nonlinear optical electron reflection accompanying giant
SHG (Ref. 5) yield information about molecular adsorption
on metal surfaces6 and can be used to measure the zero
charge potentials.' The reflected second-harmonic method
has been used to study laser annealing,' molecular adsorption on semiconductor surface^,^ and the crystal structure of
surface layers in single crystals.
The purpose of our present work was to develop a nonlinear optical method for analyzing the structure of Langmuir films and to grow multilayer films with large nonlinear
susceptibilities.
2. NONLINEAR OPTICAL METHOD OF STRUCTURE
ANALYSIS AND TECHNIQUE FOR GROWING LANGMUIR
FILMS

We analyzed the structure of NAB (4-nitro-4'-octadecylazobenzene) films by recording the intensity I,, of the
reflected second harmonic as a function of the rotation angle
e, of the film relative to an axis normal to the film surface
(the rotation axis passed through the plane of incidence and
the center of the pumping radiation spot). We used both pand s-polarized pumping beams and studied the intensity of
the s- andp-polarized second-harmonic radiation. For multilayer films we measured I,, as a function of the number of
layers N, while for submonolayer films we studied how the
intensity varied with the concentration of NAB molecules in
a cadmium arachinoate-arachinoic acid matrix.
We observed SHG when radiation pulses from a Qswitched YAG: Nd3+ laser were reflected by the Langmuir
films; the laser wavelength was A = 1060 nm, the pulses
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were r 20 ns long, and the energy per pulse was W- 0.5-5
mJ. The pumping beam made a constant angle of 45" with the
normal to the film, which was rotated about an axis which
was normal to the film and passed exactly through the center
of the pumping radiation spot. The spot radius was varied
from -0.1 to 5 mm by moving the lens used to focus the
pumping radiation. The second harmonic radiation at
A = 532 nm was focused by a lens system onto the entrance
slit of a DFS-24 monochromator. The SH intensity at the
output of the monochromator was recorded by an FEU-79
photomultiplier and a high-speed strobed A / D converter.
The recording system was calibrated in terms of the SH intensity reflected from a silver surface, for which the SH conversion factor is known": r = (cI ,,/8?rI; ) ' I 2 = 1.3
(cgse units), where I, is the pump intensity.
The monomolecular Langmuir layers were first grown
on a water surface from a solution of NAB in benzene, after
which the monolayer was transferred to a fused quartz substrate at a constant surface pressure. The submonomolecular layers consisted of a mixture of NAB and arachinoic acid
and were transferred during growth by pulling the substrate
across the interface while simultaneously compressing the
region of the water surface containing the monolayer film.
The surface density of molecules in the monolayer was calculated from the transport coefficient and found to be
N, - 3 . loi4 cmP2. For the mono- and multilayer NAB
films, each subsequent monolayer was transferred by dipping the hydrophobic substrate through the water surface on
which a NAB monolayer was floating; the substrate was
then drawn across a pure water interface uncoated by film.12
Multilayer Langmuir films with noncentrosymmetric layer
packing were grown by repeating the dipping-drawing cycle.
During formation on the water surface, the monolayer was
compressed along the direction of motion of the edge of the
meniscus as the substrate crossed the interface.

.

3. THEORY OF ANISOTROPIC SECOND HARMONIC
GENERATION DURING REFLECTION OF LIGHT BY
LANGMUIR FILMS

Bloembergen and PershanI3 first considered the theory
of SHG by a nonlinear plate. We supplement their results
here by examining layers with a highly anisotropic nonlinearity and allowing for the nonlinear polarization wave generated when the pumping radiation is reflected by the bot-
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For p-polarized pumping radiation the components of
the nonlinear polarization in the nonlinear film are related to
the components of the pumping radiation field by

The field components at the fundamental frequency inside
the film are given by
E , ( o ) =k, [C exp (ik,z) -D exp (-ik,z)] (k,e,(o) )-',
E, ( a ) =-k,[C

FIG. 1 . Experimental geometry for recording second-harmonic generation accompanying reflection from a Langmuir film: the linear media l , 2
in z < 0 and z > d have dielectric permittivities E , , E,; the nonlinear Langmuir film occupies the region 0 < z < d;8,, 8, and 0, are the angles between
the normal to the film and the wave vectors of the pumping light in medium 1 , in the fllm, and in medium 2, respectively; q,, p, and q, are the
correspondingangles for the second-harmonic radiation;Eop and E,, are
the polarizations of the pumping light, and E f, Ef are the polarizations of
the SH light.

tom edge of the film. We also treat the anisotropy of the
linear dielectric permittivity.
We thus consider two linear semiinfinite media 1,2 with
permittivities E,,E~ (Fig. 1) bounding a thin uniform n o n l i ~
ear layer of thickness d<A with a quadratic susceptibility x
and a linear permittivity tensor described by its three principal components E, (w ), E, (w ), E, ( 0 ) .The Z = 0 plane coincides with the interface between medium 1 and the nonlinear film, and the Z axis points normal to the film into
medium 2. Pumping radiation E ( w ) with amplitude E,, is
incident on medium 1 at an angle 8, to the Z axis. It is difficult to derive reasonably simple expressions for the dependence of the reflected SH field on the nonlinear polarization
for arbitrary orientations of the incident plane relative to the
principal X, Y axes. However, if one of the axes (say X) lies
in the plane of incidence, we can derive the expressions
EP(20) = E?

i8noc-'d cos rp2
(20)cos (Pi+&':' (20)cos cp2

25,'" ( a ) cos 0, cos go
Ex(0)= e i L ( ~ ) c oBs. + E ~ I / ~(W)COS
o0 Eo,

where 8, is the angle between the Z axis and the pump wave
vector in medium 2. If we substitute ( 7 ) into (3) and ( 5 )
and insert the resulting expressions for the nonlinear polarization components into ( 1), we get the expression
Ep3p(20)
i8noc-'d cos 9,
=E ~ ' "( 2 0 ) cos if 8,'" (20)cos
Eo2
2e1'"( 0 ) cos 0, cos 9,
x(e~h(W)DO
O2+e2(m)cos
S
6,
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(8)

Similarly, substitution of ( 7 ) into (4) and insertion of the
resulting relation for PF into ( 2 ) yield
i8noc-'d
~ ~ ' / ~ ( 2 0 )cpz+et"'(20)cos
cos
2 ~ 1 ("0~) cos 02 COS 00

rpt

Xett,

'

for the field amplitudes of the reflected p- and s-polarized
second-harmonic waves under our assumptions. Here p,
and p, are the angles between the Z axis and the SH wave
vectors in media 1 and 2, respectively. We note that in the
present case all components of the linear dielectric tensor
vanish, except for E, in expression ( 1) for thep-polarized SH
radiation. For a uniaxial crystal with optic axis normal to the
film, Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ) are valid for all orientations of the
plane of incidence relative to the X, Y axes. We note that all
Langmuir films known to date are optically uniaxial with
optic axis normal to the plane of the film.

) ?:x

for thep-polarized component of the reflected SH field for a
p-polarized pump, where

i8noc-'dPUN -= e21b( 2 0 ) cos v2+&i1'
( 2 0 ) cos (Pi

(6)

where k, and k, are the components of the wave vector of
the pumping radiation in the film and k, = w / c , where c is
the velocity of light in vacuum. Expressions for the coefficients C and D can be derived from the boundary conditions
for the tangential components of the electric and magnetic
field. In the limit d 4 , the components of the pumping field
in the nonlinear film are related to the field in medium 1 by

E"~(20)
EO2
E"20)

exp (ik,z) +D exp (-ik,z)] ( k , ~ (, a ) ) - I ,

(11)

for the s-polarized component of the reflected SH field for a
p-polarized pump.
The same procedure can be used to find the amplitudes
of thep-and s-polarized components of the reflected SH field
for an s-polarized pump:
Ep3"20)
EOL

-

I

i8nwc-'d cos q,
e2'"( 2 0 ) cos (Pi+ei"' ( 2 0 ) cos rp2
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4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE STRUCTURE OF MONOAND MULTILAYER LANGMUIR FILMS

where

We studied the structure of the films by recording the
angular dependence I,, (p) of the second-harmonic intensity for films with from 1 to 6 NAB monolayers.
The dependence of the angle-averaged intensity ( I , , )
on the number of monolayers N can be used to determine if
the layer packing is centrally symmetric or not. Figure 2
plots the quantity

where
888

Xerf

=XYUW

We will next derive an expression for the effective susceptibilities~,, in terms o f p for a uniaxial crystal with optic
axis normal to the film (pis the rotation angle of the nonlinear film about the Z axis). We denote the rotating coordinate
system associated with the film by X ', Y ', Z ', while the (stationary) laboratory frame in which the SH intensity is measured is denoted by X, Y, Z. We assume that the two coordinate systems coincide initially, after which we rotate the film
, xhkof
by p about the Z (Z') axis. The c o m p o n e n t s ~ ~and
the quadratic susceptibility tensor in the lab and film frames
are related as usual by

If we use ( 17) to express xVkin ( 9 ) in terms of x;, and a;,
we get the result
P,PX e ~ r

PP

-Ao'

+ A , sin q + A Z sin 2 q

+ A : ' ~ sin 3 T + ~ , P 'cos
P cp+~;"

cos 2 c p + ~ % ' ~cos 3cp

( 18)

forx:' as a function of the rotation angle p .
Similar expressions with different coefficients A i ,B,
hold for the effective susceptibilities,x:
x:;, .x:
Only four
= A y = B y = 0. Taof the terms are nonzero f0rxf.i-A
ble I gives the expressions for the coefficients A i, Bi . We see
that in general, thex,, ( p ) are expressible as Fourier series
in which only the first seven terms'are nonzero. If experimental data are available for ,ye, ( p ) one can then calculate
the coefficients Ai , Bi , which are linear combinations of the
tensor componentsx;, . In general, the t e n s o r i has 18 independent components for a nonlinear film of arbitrary sym: ( p ) , and
metry. Each of the three dependences x:$(p), x
x;: ( p ) , gives seven equations for determining thex;, ,while
flByields four equations. We thus have 2:equations altogether for the 18 unknown components o f f , and if the expansion coefficients A i , Bi are known accurately enough
[this depends on the error in measuring the x,, ( p ) and on
how uniform the film is], the components x;, can in principle be calculated for homogeneous films.
We note that the angular dependence I,, ( p ) of the second-harmonic intensity can be measured experimentally
and is proportional to [x,, ( p ) 1,. The Fourier spectrum for
xeR( p ) can then be uniquely reconstructed if [x,, ( p ) 1
does not vanish for any p between 0 and 2a, as was the case in
our experiments.
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as a function of N. The linear dependence indicates that the
packing was noncentrosymmetric, in good agreement with
the previously observed pyroelectric effect in multilayer
NAB films and with the results of x-ray structure measurements14 (the monolayer period along the Z axis is equal to
26.3 A).
We recorded I,, (p) for both mono- and multilayer
Langmuir films illuminated by p-polarized pumping light.
The angle p was chosen to be equal to zero when the film was
oriented so that the meniscus (compressed region) moved
along the Xaxis in the plane of incidence. The measurements
were made for various samples by focusing the laser light at
different points. Two types of angular dependences were
found. The first, more common type (observed in more than
60% of the cases) had a pronounced peak either at p 90" or
at p-270" (Figs. 3, 4). Such behavior is typical for both
mono- and multilayer films. The second type was smoother
and had weaker maxima which did not occur at any particular angle p (Fig. 5 ) .
Infrared spectral studies, electron diffraction, and electron microscopy have shown that even the simplest Langmuir films (such as those consisting of carbonic acids and
their salts) consist of crystallites belonging to the less symmetric triclinic and monoclinic crystal c l a ~ s e s . Depending
'~
on the type of film, the microcrystallite diameters may vary
widely from a few tenths of a micrometer to a fraction of a
millimeter (as, for example, in diacetylene filmsI6). In most
Langmuir films the microcrystallites are isotropically distributed in the plane of the film; however, in a few cases there
is a preferred orentation in the film plane which is determined by how the monolayers are laid
On the
other hand, optical measurements reveal that Langmuir
films are uniaxial crystals with optic axis normal to the plane
of the film.'9920No observations or measurements of in-plane
refractive index anisotropy have been reported for Langmuir
films. We note that even the linear dielectric permittivity in
Langmuir films is nearly isotropic in and normal to the film
plane, (E, - E, )/E, = 0.06 (Ref. 20). Whatever anisotropy
is present is due to the fact that the films are composed of
nearly vertical rod-shaped molecules.
Since our films also consisted of rod-shaped molecules,
there is no reason to expect the linear dielectric permittivity
to be significantly anisotropic in the plane of the film. We
further observe that the nonlinearity of the NAB molecule is
due to its long chain of conjugated atoms, which contains
donor and acceptor groups at opposite ends. In molecules of
this type, the axial component of the molecular hyperpolari-

-
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FIG. 2. Conversion factor r = [ ( c / 8 a ) ( I ) I ; 2 ] ' I 2 versus number N
of NAB monolayers in multilayer Langmuir films. The linear dependence
shows that I,, increases quadratically with N.

FIG. 4. Second-harmonic intensity as a function o f q for a film with N = 4
monolayers. The spot diameter was -0.5 mm, and the preferred microcrystallite orientation is along the direction q = 270".

zability is many times greater than the other components,
whereas the anisotropy of the linear polarizability is considerably less pronounced.21Moreover, if these molecules have
a preferred orientation then any mismatch 8 from this direction will have a greater influence on the decrease in the anisotropy of the linear permittivity, because the longitudinal
component gives contributions- (cos28) and (sin28 ) to
the linear permittivity along and normal to the preferred
direction, respectively, while these contributions are
(cos38 ) and (sin38 ) for the nonlinear susceptibility.
The behavior of the curves I,, ( p ) leads to the following conclusions regarding the structure of our NAB films.
The films are nonuniform and consist of microcrystallites of
various orentations. There exist regions of diameter -0.5
mm comparable to the size of the illuminated spot in which
the microcrystallites have a preferred inplane orientation
normal to the X axis, i.e., to the direction of motion of the
meniscus (compressed region). On the other hand, in other
regions the microcrystallites have a preferred orientation
along or antiparallel to the X axis [this corresponds to maxima at p 90" and p 270°, respectively (Figs. 3 and 4) ].
Finally, in some regions the crystallites are randomly oriented, and in this case the angular dependences are smoothed
out and have peaks at random values of p (Fig. 5 ) . Similarly,

as the illuminated spot becomes larger the angular averaging
extends over a larger region, which also tends to smooth out
the curves.
If we assume that the linear permittivity in the film
plane is perfectly isotropic, we can express the effective susceptibility in the form

-

-

-

-

-
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FIG. 3. Second-harmonic intensity versus angle q for monolayer NAB
films. The preferred orientation of the microcrystallites is along the direction q = 90"; the illuminated spot was -0.5 mm in diameter.
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PIP-

PIP

x e f f -XO

( l+ai sin cp)

for the angular dependences shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The
parameters a, is determined by the Fourier expansion of
[I,, (p)l1l2in terms of p and lies in the range
a, = (0.12-0.3). The measurement error was too large to
permit us to calculate the higher-order terms in the Fourier
expansion. The susceptibility xgPfor NAB Langmuir films
calculated from (8) isxgP = (3.7 f 0.5) 10' (cgs units).
We have thus shown that the quadratic nonlinear susceptibility in noncentrosymmetric multilayer NAB Langmuir
films is comparable to the susceptibility for lithium niobate
crystals.

*

5. EXPERIMENTALSTUDY OF THE STRUCTURE OF
SUBMICRON FILMS

The nonlinear optical technique is sensitive enough to
record the SH signal even for submonolayer NAB films, in

1!

0"

J0"

I

1

780"

270'

I
360"
#Q

FIG. 5. Second-harmonic intensity versus q for a film with N = 6 monolayers. The dependence is isotropic without sharp peaks (spot diameter
- 2 mm).
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,-. 104 cgs units
where N , is the surface density of the NAB molecules.
The average angle between the Z and molecular axes
does not change significantly as C decreases- this follows
from expression (19) for P, and the fact that a threefold
drop in C causes I if for the p-polarized SH signal to decrease by a factor of 4. In order to explain the large drop in
the P, component, we must thus assume that the molecules
become misoriented in the plane of the film as C decreases.
Using ( 19) and ( 1), (2 ), we find the rough estimate 30"
for the average inclination angle of the NAB molecules in a
monolayer; this compares with the value -46" for multilayer NAB Langmuir films found from x-ray structure analysis'4 and the known length of the molecule.

-

,,

FIG. 6. Conversion factor r = [ (c/8r) (I ) I ; '1 "* for a submonolayer film as a function of the relative concentration C of NAB molecules
in a cadmium arachinoate matrix for s- andp-polarized pumping and SH
light. @, p-polarized pump and SH signal; 0,s-polarized pump and SH
signal.

which the NAB molecules lie in a matrix of surface-active
molecules with a small quadratic hyperpolarizability (e.g., a
mixture of cadmium arachinoate and arachinoic acid). The
structure and nonlinear optical properties are quite different
for submonolayer films.
Figure 6 shows how r depends on the NAB concentration C in the matrix for the p- and s-polarized SH components forp- and s-polarized pumping light, respectively. We
write 1 : n to indicate that n molecules of cadmium arachinoate-arachinoic acid are present for each NAB molecule. We
first note that for a monolayer NAB film ( 1 :O), the strongscomponent of the SH signal for s-polarized pumping light
indicates that the film lacks C , symmetry about the Z axis,
since otherwise thes-component of the SH signal would vanish for an s-polarized pump. As C decreases, the behavior of r
differs forp- and s-polarized SH light. Thep-component for
ap-polarized pump drops nearly fourfold when C decreases
from 1 : 1 to 1 : 2, while thes- polarized component ofthe SH
signal for an s-polarized pump drops by a factor of 15.
This indicates that the submonolayer Langmuir film takes
on the C , symmetry as C decreases. We attribute this partly
to a change in the NAB molecule orientation with respect to
the Z axis, and partly to misorientation of the molecules in
the film plane (possibly without any change in orientation
relative to the Z axis). We have already noted that the NAB
molecule contains a long conjugated chain with donor and
acceptor groups at either end. For this molecular structure,
component of the quadratic hyper-polarizability
the y,.,.,.
tensor should be the dominant component (the Z " axis of
the molecular coordinate system points along the donor-acceptor chain).
In view of the results in the previous section, we can
qualitatively explain the findings for submonolayer NAB
films by considering a crude model, according to which the
NAB molecules in a monolayer Langmuir film are aligned so
that their Z " axes point in some preferred direction, which
we take to lie in the YZ plane, and make an angle IC, with the
Z axis. The s- or p-polarized pumping light will then cause
the components P, (respectively, P, ) of the nonlinear macroscopic polarization to be nonzero; these components are
responsible for generating the s- andp-polarized SH signals,
respectively. According to Ref. 22, the polarization components are given by

-
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis shows that nonlinear optical techniques
are well-suited for studying the properties and structure of
submono-, mono-, and multilayer Langmuir films. Specifically, measurements of second-harmonic generation accompanying the reflection of light by Langmuir films can be used
to find the quadratic susceptibility the mutual orientation of
neighboring monolayers in a multilayer film, the preferred
microcrystallite orientations, and the molecular alignment
inside the film.
Our results are the first to be reported for noncentrosymmetric multilayer Langmuir films with a large quadratic
susceptibility. We measured the effective quadratic susceptibility of NAB films, which was found to be comparable to
the susceptibility of lithium niobate crystals.
Our analysis indicates that NAB Langmuir films are
polycrystalline with a nonuniform crystallite orientation.
However, in certain regions of the film the microcrystallites
are preferentially oriented normal to the direction of motion
of the meniscus in the plane of the film. The nonlinear optical properties of submonolayer NAB films are much more
nearly isotropic, probably because the spatial distribution in
the film plane is more uniform.
We close by thanking L. V. Keldysh for suggesting this
topic of study and for helpful discussions, and V. T. Lazarev
for synthesizing the NAB.
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